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Abstract
Video generation is an inherently challenging task, as
it requires the model to generate realistic content and mo-
tion simultaneously. Existing methods generate both mo-
tion and content together using a single generator network,
but this approach may fail on complex videos. In this pa-
per, we propose a two-stream video generation model that
separates content and motion generation into two parallel
generators, called Two-Stream Variational Adversarial Net-
work (TwoStreamVAN). Our model outputs a realistic video
given an input action label by progressively generating and
fusing motion and content features at multiple scales us-
ing adaptive motion kernels. In addition, to better evalu-
ate video generation models, we design a new synthetic hu-
man action dataset to bridge the difficulty gap between over-
complicated human action datasets and simple toy datasets.
Our model significantly outperforms existing methods on the
standard Weizmann Human Action and MUG Facial Ex-
pression datasets, as well as our new dataset.
1. Introduction
Despite great progress beingmade in static image genera-
tion usingmethods such asGANs/VAEs ([5, 13, 24, 26, 28]),
generation of pixel-level video has yet to achieve similarly
impressive results. Some previous methods have succeeded
on simplified toy data [35, 33, 39] but others have strug-
gled on large, highly complex human action datasets e.g.
UCF101 [32]. The problem is very challenging due to
the high dimensionality of data and the need to effectively
model both spatial content and temporal dynamics.
Content and motion are two complementary aspects of
video composition. To generate a video of a certain ac-
tion (see examples in Fig. 1), the model must not only re-
create the appearance of both foreground and background
in each frame, but also produce the action-relevant move-
ment consistently across the entire sequence. In pixel-level
video prediction [20, 33, 36] or generation, existing meth-
ods [37, 29, 33] directly extend image generation models,
i.e. generate the entire video or each frame from a unified
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Figure 1: Our proposed Two-Stream Variational Adversarial
Network (TwoStreamVAN) for action-conditional video genera-
tion. We separate content and motion generation into two paral-
lel streams by taking in two codes 휖푐 and 휖푚 sampled from contentand motion latent distributions (푝 (퐳퐜) and 푝 (퐳퐦)), respectively.Motion is combined with content via our multi-scale motion fu-
sion mechanism. We show samples generated by TwoStreamVAN
trained on our new large-scale SynAction dataset.
spatio-temporal latent code without separating content and
motion, and result in unsatisfying generations. MC-Net [36]
andMoCoGAN [35] attempt to separate content and motion
by introducing separate encoders or latent spaces, but they
simply concatenate the motion and content codes as input
to a single generator that predicts each frame. This requires
the generator network to approximate an overly complicated
function with both content and motion in one vector, instead
of separating the decoding via two streams for more accurate
modeling.
In this paper we propose a novel video generation ap-
proach, called Two-Stream Variational Adversarial Network
(TwoStreamVAN), with two generators that decode the sep-
arate content and motion embeddings (Fig. 1). Rather than
over-estimate the single generator’s ability, we introduce
two parallel generators that process content and motion sep-
arately and fuse them together to predict the next frame.
We design the fusion approach based on our intuition that
motion can be represented as consistent refinements of con-
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tent. Specifically, the motion between adjacent frames usu-
ally happens within a local window. Thus, we define themo-
tion and content fusion as a refinement of each pixel’s value
through adaptive convolutional kernels applied to its local
neighborhood. Our design of the adaptive convolution ker-
nels is inspired by single-scale fusion approaches for video
frame interpolation [22, 23], but overcomes several of their
limitations via a novel multi-scale approach.
A key advantage of our two-stream generator model is
its ability to learn the parameters of each stream separately
and thus more accurately and efficiently. We greatly reduce
the high cost of learning the sequence’s behaviour by rely-
ing solely on the content stream for image reconstruction,
rather than learning both streams with the video-level task.
In addition, we can better fit each specific dataset by adjust-
ing the sample ratio of content and motion according to their
relative difficulty.
We evaluate our approach on two standard video gener-
ation benchmarks, Weizmann Human Action [9], MUG Fa-
cial Expression [1]. To test the abilities of the model, we
construct a new dataset of more complex actions. Current
video datasets are either too easy (e.g. Moving MNIST [33]
and Shape Motion [39, 35]) or too complicated (e.g. UCF-
101 [32] and HMDB-51 [17]) for testing the state-of-the-art
generation models. We propose a large synthetic human ac-
tion dataset, called Syn-Action, which contains 6,000 unique
videos with 10 different actors performing 20 different ac-
tions (e.g. running, squatting, etc.), created using a library
of video game actions, Mixamo [6].
To summarize, we make the following contributions: We
propose a model for generating videos conditioned on ac-
tion classes which separates the content and motion gener-
ation into two streams; design a multi-scale motion fusion
mechanism and a more efficient dual-task learning scheme;
and create a large-scale synthetic video generation dataset
of moderate difficulty available to the whole community.
We evaluate our proposed model on three video datasets
both quantitatively and qualitatively, and demonstrate per-
formance superior to several strong baselines.
2. Related Work
Generative Models. VAEs [16, 11, 10, 40] and
GANs [8, 24, 26, 5] are two conceptually different trends of
deep generative models in image generation. VAE provides
probabilistic descriptions of observations in latent spaces,
and could give interpretable latent variables, but it might
generate blurry and unrealistic images in its vanilla form.
GAN proposes an adversarial training paradigmwith its dis-
criminator to encourage the generation of crisper images.
However, it suffers from both mode collapse [41] and gen-
erating unexpected bizarre artifacts. Larsen et al. [18] and
Makhzani et al. [19] combine VAE and GAN in the train-
ing and propose a Variational Adversarial Network (VAN)
to learn an interpretable latent space as well as to generate
realistic images. In the light of VAN’s success in image gen-
eration, we construct both content and motion streams with
a VAN to solve the video-level generation problem.
Video Generation is a challenging instance of unsuper-
vised learning for video tasks. VideoGAN [37] adopts two
neural networks to generate foreground and background sep-
arately with the assumption of static background. How-
ever the assumption does not hold in the general case.
TGAN [29] removes this assumption and divides the genera-
tion into two steps: a temporal generator is used to generate
correlated latent codes for all frames and an image gener-
ator is used to decode each code into a single frame. In-
stead of starting from a general spatiotemporal latent code
as in VideoGAN and TGAN, MoCoGAN [35] enhances the
performance by introducing separate content and motion
latent codes. Apart from all GAN models above, Video-
VAE [12] shows the VAE’s ability to produce video, propos-
ing a structured latent space and an encoder-generator ar-
chitecture to generate the video recurrently. Inspired by
content-motion separation and construction of latent spaces
in previous works, we are the first to separate content and
motion in VAE latent spaces. We further introduce con-
tent and motion generators to model spatial contents and
temporal dynamics respectively. Note that, although TGAN
contains two generators, our model is very different from
theirs in two aspects. First, the two generators in our model
are parallel, while those in TGAN are sequential. Second,
TGAN adopts a single image generator to decode each frame
from a spatiotemporal latent code, while we design two gen-
erators to solve spatial and temporal generation separately.
Multi-scale Motion Estimation and Prediction. Mo-
tions at multiple scales always appear in the real-world
videos. In the estimation of motions between adjacent
frames, [34, 27, 14] build image pyramids and achieve good
optical flow estimations in both supervised and unsuper-
vised settings. Instead of first predicting the optical flow
and then applying wrappings to the current frame in genera-
tive tasks, Xue et al. [39] uses pure VAEmethod to generate
motion kernels at multiple scales from the difference map
of neighbor frames. However, their motion kernels are to
convolve with the entire feature map. When variable mo-
tions happen in different areas within the same frame, it is
hard to interpret the meaning of such general motion ker-
nels for the overall image. Furthermore, [39] only predicts
the next frame from the current. With no need to infer the
content, maintain the motion consistency and minimize ac-
cumulated errors in the sequence prediction, [39]’s task is
less complicated than the video generation. In this paper,
we thoroughly consider the spatial-variance of motions and
produce motion kernels specific for each location and scale.
Also, we design our model to generate the video sequence
without receiving any visual clue as inputs.
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Figure 2: We propose a Two-Stream Variational Adversarial Network to generate the next frame 푥̂푡+1 from the current frame 푥푡. At trainingtime, Content and Motion Encoders (퐸푐 and퐸푚) generate latent distributions 푞 (퐳퐜|푥푡, 푘) and 푞 (퐳퐦|Δ푥, 푘) by viewing 푥푡 and the differencemap Δ푥 respectively. From latent distributions, we sample the content latent vector 휖푐 and 휖푚 and employ a convLSTM to get 푒푚 encodingthe history of temporal dynamics. Content and Motion Generators (퐺푐 and 퐺푚) take in 휖푐 and 푒푚 and then decode a content hidden layer
ℎ푐 and motion kernels 푤 along with a motion mask푀 at each scale. ℎ푐 , 푤 and푀 are served as inputs to our defined multi-scale motionfusion (Fig. 3). Image and Video Discriminators (퐷퐼 and 퐷푉 ) encourage the model to generate both realistic content and motion.
3. Approach
We define action-conditioned video generation as fol-
lows. Suppose we have 퐾 different actions. For each action
푘, let 푣푖,푘 =
{
푥1, 푥2,⋯ , 푥푇
} be a short video clip contain-
ing 푇 frames and 푉푘 =
{
푣푖,푘,∀푖
} be the set of all videos
in this class. We seek a function 퐺 to generate a plausible
video 푣̂ = {푥̂1,⋯ , 푥̂푇} ∈ 푉푘 from a latent vector 휖 ∈ ℝ :
푣̂ = 퐺 (푘, 휖) (1)
We further separate content and motion, such that 휖 consists
of two independent content and motion codes (휖푐 ∈ ℝ and
휖푚 ∈ ℝ with =  +).MoCoGAN and MC-Net separate content and motion in
the embedding space, but then simply concatenate the two
embeddings and force a single generator to learn an over-
complicated decoding function that maps them to the full
video. Instead of using a single generator, we decompose
the content and motion generations via their dedicated gen-
erator subnets. We propose a novel Two-Stream Variational
Adversarial Network (Fig. 2), containing two separate VAN
streams (combining Conditional VAE [31] and Conditional
GAN [21]) with interactions at several stages. Each VAN
stream contains an encoder, a generator and a discriminator.
TheContent VANStream consists of a Content Encoder
퐸푐 , a Content Generator퐺푐 and an Image Discriminator퐷퐼 .
퐸푐 approximates a conditional latent distribution of content
푝
(
퐳퐜|푘) by observing a single frame 푥. The approximated
latent distribution 푞 (퐳퐜|푥, 푘) encodes the spatial informa-tion of 푥. 퐺푐 decodes a content vector 휖푐 sampled from thecontent distribution into a frame. 퐷퐼 helps to generate a re-alistic single frame via GAN training.
Similarly, the Motion VAN Stream consists of a Mo-
tion Encoder 퐸푚, a Motion Generator 퐺푚 and a Video Dis-criminator퐷푉 . 퐸푚 approximates a conditional latent distri-bution of motion 푝 (퐳퐦|푘) by observing the difference map
Δ푥 between neighbor frames. The approximated latent dis-
tribution 푞 (퐳퐦|Δ푥, 푘) encodes temporal changes in Δ푥. AconvLSTM [38] between 퐸푚 and 퐺푚 generates the motionembedding 푒푚 from a sequence of 휖푚’s sampled from ap-proximated motion distributions at all previous time steps.
Instead of decoding motion along with content in a single
generator, we introduce 퐺푚 to generate adaptive convolu-tion kernels 푤1:푆 and motion masks푀1:푆 at all scales 1:푆
from vectors 푒푚 and 휖푐 , and use them to refine content hid-den layers (see Sec. 3.1). 퐷푉 encourages 퐺푚 to generaterealistic motion for action 푘 by vanilla GAN training as well
as auxiliary action classification [24].
3.1. Multi-scale Motion Fusion
At pixel (푎, 푏), the motion usually happens within a local
window between adjacent frames. Video frame interpola-
tion models [22, 23] proposed to fuse motion with the static
image via an adaptive convolution. They refined the pixel
value 푥 (푎, 푏) to the value in the next frame by convolving a
large patch-wise kernel (푎, 푏) with the local patch  (푎, 푏)
centered at (푎, 푏). Adopting a single fusion at the full reso-
lution of the image, they set the kernel size proportionally to
the largest motion in the dataset, to cover all motions. There
are three drawbacks of this approach: 1) the method is com-
putationally expensive due to the huge number of parameters
in large kernels; 2) it is ineffective for representing motion
at all scales simultaneously; 3) it requires prior knowledge
of the motion statistics of each dataset to set the kernel size.
To overcome the drawbacks above, we propose a new
multi-scale fusion approach guided by motion masks. We
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Figure 3: Motion fusion for location (푎, 푏) on its local window (푎, 푏), at scale 푠. Take kernel size 푛 = 3 for example. ℎ푐 is thecontent hidden layer from 퐺푐 . 푤 and 푀 are convolutional ker-nels and the motion mask from 퐺푚. We first recover the 2D ker-nel  (푎, 푏) from its flattened form 푤 (푎, 푏). Then we compute an
intermediate content feature ℎ̃푐 (푎, 푏) by convolving  (푎, 푏) with (푎, 푏). Finally, we update ℎ푐 with ℎ̃푐 guided by푀 to get the new
hidden layer ℎ̂푐 .
apply adaptive convolutions not only to the image, but also
to the content hidden layers of multiple scales in 퐺푐 . Foreach single scale, we only apply small kernels, independent
of the dataset-specific largest motion, which significantly re-
duces our computational cost. 퐺푚 learns to separate motionof different scales at the corresponding hidden layers: large
motions come from low resolution layers and small motions
from high resolution layers. We also introduce a motion
mask that defines the area where motion happens between
neighboring frames. 퐺푚 learns to deactivate certain areasvia these masks if no motion exists at that location and scale.
This allows us to apply our fusion scheme at all resolutions
without any prior knowledge about the motion statistics of
the dataset.
To generate precise kernels 푤1:푆 and motion masks
푀1:푆 ,퐺푚 needs to know the details of both motion and con-tent, especially around the motion’s area. Hence, we com-
pute an outer-product of the content embedding 휖푐 and mo-tion embedding 푒푚 and provide it as input to 퐺푚.
We also assume that motion of different scales is captured
in different channels of the motion feature map, and thus
use only a fraction of channels of the motion feature map to
compute 푤푠 and푀푠 at the current scale 푠. Other channels
are reserved for generating motion features for larger reso-
lutions.
Let 푛 be the kernel size of adaptive convolutions, and 푙푠and 푑푠 be the spatial size and the channel dimension of thecontent hidden layer at scale 푠. 퐺푚 generates adaptive con-
volution kernels푤푠 ∈ ℝ푙푠×푙푠×푛2 to refine the content hidden
layer ℎ푠푐 ∈ ℝ푙푠×푙푠×푑푠 . For each location (푎, 푏), we first re-cover a 2D convolution kernel 푠 (푎, 푏) ∈ ℝ푛×푛 from its
flattened form푤푠 (푎, 푏) and then convolve푠 (푎, 푏) with the
local window 푠 (푎, 푏) ∈ ℝ푛×푛×푑푠 to produce an intermedi-
ate content representation ℎ̃푠푐 (푎, 푏):
ℎ̃푠푐 (푎, 푏) = 푠 (푎, 푏) ∗ 푠 (푎, 푏) . (2)
In adaptive convolutions,퐺푚 needs to generate푂(푛2) pa-rameters when the kernel size is 푛. Instead of setting 푛 pro-
portional to the biggest motion in the dataset, we propose to
use small kernels (푛 = 3 or 5) at all scales, to capture both
large and small motions. Therefore, multi-scale motion fu-
sion greatly reduces computational costs by leveraging small
kernels, and in our experiments we show its effectiveness for
capturing motion at different scales in each video.
The motion mask 푀푠 ∈ ℝ푙푠×푙푠 is generated along with
adaptive convolution kernels 푤푠. Each entry푀푠 (푎, 푏) is in
[0, 1]. We update the content feature vector ℎ푠푐 (푎, 푏) with
ℎ̃푠푐 (푎, 푏) guided by푀푠 (푎, 푏):
ℎ̂푠푐 (푎, 푏) =푀
푠 (푎, 푏) ℎ̃푠푐 (푎, 푏)
+ (1 −푀푠 (푎, 푏))ℎ푠푐 (푎, 푏) , (3)
where ℎ̂푠푐 is the new content map. To preserve ℎ푠푐 (푎, 푏) be-tween neighboring frames, our approach only needs to deac-
tivate푀푠 (푎, 푏). This relaxes the requirement for퐺푚 to learna kernel with only 1 in the center and 0s in other entries,
which results in faster and better convergence. As shown
in Sec. 4.5.2, masks for small resolutions are deactivated in
small-motion areas. Hence, we simply apply our proposed
fusion to all scales during generation without considering
the dataset’s motion statistics.
3.2. Learning
We introduce an alternating dual-task learning scheme.
Specifically, the Content Stream is learned via image re-
construction, while the Motion Stream is learned via video
prediction. We alternate training, such that each stream is
trained while the other is fixed.
Content Learning. The Content Stream solely focuses on
reconstructing the current frame 푥 without modeling mo-
tion. Therefore, image-level reconstruction is adequate to
train the entire Content Stream and is also computationally
cheaper than learning it together with theMotion Stream via
the video-level task. Furthermore, if videos have high com-
plexity, the Content Stream can be more easily pre-trained
than the non-separable content-motion learning done via a
single generator.
퐷퐼 learns to distinguish the real image 푥 from fake im-ages. Larsen et al. [18] observes that discriminating based
on samples from the approximated latent distribution in ad-
dition to samples solely from the true latent distribution
gives better results, since samples from the approximated
distribution look more realistic. Thus, there are two kinds
of negative examples: one is 푥푝 sampled from 푝
(
퐳퐜|푘) and
the other is 푥̂ sampled from 푞 (퐳퐜|푥, 푘).
For each update, we define the content GAN loss퐺퐴푁−푐 , the content VAE loss푉 퐴퐸−푐 and the overall con-
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tent loss 푐 to update 퐸푐 and 퐺푐 as follows:
퐺퐴푁−푐 = − log [퐷퐼 (푥̂)] − log [퐷퐼 (푥푝)] , (4)
푉 퐴퐸−푐 =휆12 (푥̂, 푥)
+ 휆2퐾퐿
(
푞
(
퐳퐜|푥, 푘) ||푝 (퐳퐜|푘)) (5)
푐 =푉 퐴퐸−푐 + 휆3퐺퐴푁−푐 . (6)
Meanwhile, we use 퐷푐 to update 퐷퐼 :
퐷푐 = − log [퐷퐼 (푥)] − log [1 −퐷퐼 (푥̂)]
− log [1 −퐷퐼 (푥푝)] . (7)
Motion Learning. We train the Motion Stream to predict
10 frames after observing the first frame. During training,
the Motion Stream reconstructs the whole sequence recur-
rently. For every time step 푡, it reconstructs the current frame
푥푡 from
{
푥1, 푥2,⋯ , 푥푡
}.
Similarly to Content Learning, we also have 푣푝 and 푣̂,
from 푝 (퐳퐦|푘) and 푞 (퐳퐦|Δ푥, 푘), as two different kinds offake videos. However, since we refine the content hidden
layer at each scale 푠, we introduce a 2 loss between the
refined content hidden layer of the previous frame
(
ℎ̂푠푐
)
푡−1and the content layer of the current frame (ℎ푠푐)푡. In additionto vanilla GAN training, 퐷푉 predicts the action categorywith an auxiliary classifier [24].
In this task, we define the motion GAN loss퐺퐴푁−푚, themotion VAE loss 푉 퐴퐸−푚 and the overall loss 푚 to update
퐸푚 and 퐺푚 as follows:
퐺퐴푁−푚 = − log [퐷푉 (푣̂)] − log [퐷푉 (푣푝)]
+ 푐푙푠 (푣̂) + 푐푙푠 (푣푝) , (8)
푉 퐴퐸−푚 =휆4∑
푠,푡
2
((
ℎ̂푠푐
)
푡−1
,
(
ℎ푠푐
)
푡
)
+ 휆52 (푣̂, 푣)
+ 휆6
∑
푡
퐾퐿
(
푞
(
퐳퐦|Δ푥푡, 푘) ||푝 (퐳퐦|푘)) (9)
푚 =푉 퐴퐸−푚 + 휆7퐺퐴푁−푚, (10)
whereΔ푥푡 = 푥푡−푥푡−1 is the difference map between neigh-boring frames. Meanwhile, we use 퐷푚 to update 퐷푉 :
퐷푚 = − log [1 −퐷푉 (푣̂)] − log [1 −퐷푉 (푣푝)]
− log [퐷푉 (푣)] + 푐푙푠 (푣) . (11)
To stabilize the learning as in Larsen et al. [18], GAN
loss is only back-propagated to the generators and not to the
encoders in both Content and Motion Learning.
We provide implementation details in the supplementary
material.
3.3. Generating a Video at Test Time
While the training relies on observing the ground truth,
at test time, generating a video of any desired length be-
gins from sampling in the latent space. We generate the
first frame from a randomly sampled content vector 휖푐 ∼
푝
(
퐳퐜|푘), and then generate the following frames from thecontent embedding of the last frame as well as a current mo-
tion embedding 푒푚 computed by the convLSTM recurrently.To generate 푒푚 at each time step, the convLSTM updates itshidden state by the embedding of the last difference map
computed by 퐸푚 (if available) and an extra motion vector
휖푚 ∼ 푝
(
퐳퐦|푘). Additionally, our method can easily adaptto cases where we generate videos with a specified starting
frame 푥1 by replacing 휖푐 with the content embedding of 푥1computed by 퐸푐 .
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
4.1.1 Syn-Action Dataset
To compensate for the deficiencies of over-complicated
large human action datasets (e.g. UCF-101 [32] and
HMDB-51 [17]) or simple toy synthetic datasets (e.g. Mov-
ing MNIST [33] and Shape Motion [39, 35]), we build a
large synthetic human action dataset of moderate difficulty,
Syn-Action Dataset, specifically for the video generation
task. With a powerful game engine Unity, we create 6000
unique videos with 10 actors performing 20 different ac-
tions.
Every synthetic action is akin to real human actions but
easy to distinguish from other actions. For every action
class, we pick 2 unique synthetic action models from Mix-
amo [6]. We then apply synthetic action models on 10
different characters. To further increase the diversity of
the dataset, we use 5 different backgrounds and 3 differ-
ent recording viewpoints, i.e. the left, right and the frontal
view of the actor. With a single actor performing different
recognizable actions (kicking, hooking, etc.) in the scene,
Syn-Action achieves appropriate complexity to examine a
model’s ability to generate realistic content and motion.
We provide each video with four different annotations:
actor identity, action class, background and viewpoint.
However, we only use the action class to generate videos.
4.1.2 Standard Datasets
In addition to our proposed Syn-Action Dataset, we evaluate
our model on two other standard datasets: Weizmann Hu-
man Action [9] and MUG Facial Expression [1]. The Weiz-
mann Human Action Dataset contains 90 videos of 9 actors
performing 10 different actions. MUG Facial Expression
Dataset [1] contains 3528 videos with 52 actors performing
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Table 1: Quantitative Results on Weizmann, MUG and Syn-Action Datasets. * indicates the video starts with a specific frame. For Acc,
H (푦) and IS, the higher value is better; while for H (푦|푣), the lower value is better. Compared with all baselines, our TwoStreamVANmodel
achieves the best results on all metrics.
Dataset Weizmann (# action = 10) MUG (# action = 6) Syn-Action (# action = 20)
Metric Acc H (푦) H (푦|푣) IS Acc H (푦) H (푦|푣) IS Acc H (푦) H (푦|푣) IS
MoCoGAN [35] 9.89% 4.38 0.31 58.52 16.17% 1.78 0.17 5.03 4.98% 2.90 0.36 12.75
SGVAN 99.57% 4.34 0.04 73.73 88.61% 1.79 0.13 5.29 87.69% 2.98 0.18 16.43
TwoStreamVAN (−C) 99.12% 4.36 0.12 69.83 90.69% 1.79 0.10 5.42 86.67% 2.97 0.17 16.53
TwoStreamVAN (−M) 99.24% 4.31 0.29 55.99 91.09% 1.79 0.11 5.32 87.21% 2.97 0.15 16.79
TwoStreamVAN ퟗퟗ.ퟕퟔ% 4.40 0.05 77.11 ퟗퟐ.ퟖퟕ% 1.79 0.09 5.48 ퟗퟒ.ퟑퟔ% 2.99 0.09 18.27
VideoVAE * [12] - 4.37 0.11 70.10 - - - - - - - -
TwoStreamVAN * ퟏퟎퟎ% 4.45 0.02 83.74 ퟗퟕ.ퟓퟏ% 1.77 0.04 5.65 ퟗퟕ.ퟖퟑ% 2.99 0.06 18.86
Exp Bound 100% 4.50 0.01 88.94 100% 1.79 0.01 5.91 99.5% 3.00 0.01 19.85
Math Bound 100% 4.50 0.00 90.00 100% 1.79 0.00 6.00 100% 3.00 0.00 20.00
6 different facial expressions.
With these three datasets, we cover a large range of mo-
tion, from large human actions (e.g. running, jumping) to
subtle facial expressions (e.g. happiness, disgust) and in-
clude both periodic and non-periodic motion.
4.2. Evaluation Metrics
Quantitative evaluation of generative models remains a
challenging problem, and there is no consensus on the mea-
surement which best evaluates the realism and diversity of
the generated results. Thus, instead of just relying on a sin-
gle measurement, we utilize four different metrics to exam-
ine both the realism and diversity of generated videos: Clas-
sification Accuracy (Acc), Inception Score (IS) [30], Inter-
Entropy H (푦) [12] and Intra-Entropy [12] H (푦|푣), where 푣
is the video for evaluation and 푦 is the action predicted by a
classifier. All these metrics utilize a pre-trained classifier for
evaluation. Because there is no universal classifier available
for all video datasets, we train a classifier separately on each
dataset. We show the classifier’s performance by computing
the same metrics on each test set, which only consists of real
videos. We call these values the Experimental Bound, in ad-
dition to theMathematical Bound. To make a fair compari-
son, we compute metrics on 10-frame video clips generated
by each model.
4.3. Baselines
We compare against several existing works to show our
model’s superiority in generating videos of the given action.
For existing works, we compare to MoCoGAN1 [35] and
VideoVAE2 [12], which are the current state-of-the-art.
We also design several ablated variants of TwoStream-
VAN to examine key components of our model:
SGVAN adopts a single generator to generate a single
frame from the concatenation of content and motion vec-
1We use categorical MoCoGAN implemented by its authors.
2Due to VideoVAE’s non-public implementation, we only compare
with quantitative results on Weizmann Dataset reported in the paper.
tors. Other parts are the same as in TwoStreamVAN. This
comparison explores the ability of our parallel 퐺푐 and 퐺푚.
TwoStreamVAN(−C) removes the content code from
퐺푚’s inputs. It helps to check the necessity of providinga spatial embedding to the motion generation.
TwoStreamVAN(−M) applies the motion fusion to con-
tent hidden layers at multiple scales without the guidance
of motion masks. This comparison helps us to examine the
effectiveness of motion masks.
4.4. Results
Quantitative Results. We compute the quantitative met-
rics of all baselines and our TwoStreamVAN (see Table. 1)
on Weizmann, MUG and Syn-Action Datasets. We train a
normal action classifier on MUG and Syn-Action Datasets,
and train a classifier to distinguish each actor-action pair on
Weizmann to compare with VideoVAE. However, we still
report the accuracy of action classification since the video
generation is only conditioned on the given action. Note that
classifiers are not shared among different datasets. Thus,
comparisons among datasets are meaningless.
From the action accuracy, we observe that MoCoGAN
almost lost control of the given action and did not generate
the correct action inmost videos, while our TwoStreamVAN
results in over 90% accuracy on all datasets. TwoStream-
VAN improves the Inception Scores of MoCoGAN by 32%,
9% and 43% on Weizmann, MUG and Syn-Action Datasets
respectively. Meanwhile, TwoStreamVAN achieves both
higher H(푦) and lower H(푦|푣), indicating that TwoStream-
VAN generates more diverse and more realistic videos than
MoCoGAN. Compared with VideoVAE on Weizmann, our
model also results in better IS value, H(푦) and H(푦|푣).
Compared to the SGVAN, TwoStreamVAN(−C) and
TwoStreamVAN(−M), our model pushes all metrics even
closer to their bounds. These results reveal that our full
model benefits from all key components in our design,
namely the two parallel generators, the content input pro-
vided to the motion generator and the guidance of the mo-
tion mask in fusion.
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Weizmann Human Action
Side
Walk
Wave1
Bend
Jack
MUG Facial Expression 
Happy
Disgust
Fear
Sad
Surprise
Syn-Action
Cross
-step
Run
Knee
Roll
Squat
1st Frame Generated Videos of Our TwoStreamVAN
(a) Visualization of videos generated by Our Model
IS = 58.52IS = 77.11
IS = 5.48 IS = 5.03
IS = 12.75IS = 18.86
TwoStreamVAN MoCoGAN
(b) Randomly sampled frames from different models
Figure 4: We provide five generated videos of TwoStreamVAN on Weizmann Human Action, MUG Facial Expression and our new
Syn-Action datasets. Our model generates realistic and correct motions of the given action. We further randomly sample 16 frames from
generated videos of TwoStreamVAN andMoCoGAN. TwoStreamVAN results in better content quality with fewer distortions in every single
frame. More qualitative results are presented in the supplementary material.
Qualitative Results. We visualize videos generated by
our TwoStreamVAN model. For each dataset, we provide 3
generated videos conditioned on the given action class and
2 generated videos starting from a specified frame (Fig. 4a).
Our TwoStreamVAN model succeeds in generating correct
motions for different given actions.
To evaluate the quality of content generation, we ran-
domly sample 16 generated frames from TwoStreamVAN
and MoCoGAN’s results respectively (Fig. 4b). Even
though MoCoGAN generated crisp frames, it suffered from
severe distortions or bizarre artifacts in the content genera-
tion across all three datasets. In comparison, TwoStream-
VAN yields more realistic content generation.
User Study on Syn-Action. The Syn-Action Dataset re-
quires video generation models to handle more diverse hu-
man action videos. To further test the ability of TwoStream-
VAN and MoCoGAN, we conduct a user study via AM-
Turk [4]. We first ask users to choose the better-looking
one (AB Test) from a pair of videos generated by two mod-
els (2000 pairs in total). Then we tell users the target ac-
tion and let them choose again. For these two questions, we
compute the mean answer and bootstrap the Standard De-
viation of user preference for two models (Table. 2). Over
80% users prefer TwoStreamVAN in both cases, indicating
that our model generates visually satisfying videos.
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Table 2: User Study on Syn-Action Dataset. Over 80% users pre-
fer TwoStreamVAN in two tasks.
Tasks Better Looking Better Looking | Action
TwoStreamVAN/
MoCoGAN ퟖퟖ%∕12% ± 0.45% ퟖퟏ%∕19% ± 0.71%
Table 3: Quantitative results of models varying in the kernel size
푛 and the number of scales to apply fusion. For single fusion, the
performance drops by reducing the kernel size. After applying fu-
sion at multiple scales, the performance recovers and finally out-
performs the single fusion with large kernels.
# scales n IS ↑ H (푦) ↑ H (푦|푣) ↓ H (푦|푣) (run) ↓
1 17 75.89 4.38 0.05 0.104
1 5 74.95 4.39 0.07 0.166
2 5 74.57 4.38 0.07 0.096
3 5 77.83 4.40 0.05 0.062
4 5 77.11 4.40 0.05 0.059
4.5. Ablation Studies
4.5.1 Multi-scale v.s. Single-scale Motion Fusion
To examine the effectiveness of multi-scale motion fusion,
we train four TwoStreamVANmodels onWeizmann Human
Action Dataset, in which we apply fusions at 1, 2, 3 and 4
scales respectively. We increase fusion scales from the high-
est resolution to the lowest resolution. In each fusion, we
implement motion kernels with the fixed size 푛 = 5. More-
over, we train a model where we apply large motion kernels
with 푛 = 17 on the output image from the Content Stream to
imitate the single fusion used in Video Frame Interpolation
works [22, 23].
In Table. 3, it is not surprising that the performance drops
when we reduce 푛 from 17 to 5 with a single fusion on the
image. As we increase fusion scales, IS value, H (푦) and
H (푦|푣) recover and finally outperform those of the model
with single large fusion on the full resolution image.
To further analyze the multi-scale fusion, we measure
H (푦|푣) of large motions, e.g. running (in Table. 3). More
scales such fusion is applied at, lower H (푦|푣) is, indicating
more realistic large motions are generated. We pick similar
videos (Fig. 5) generated by different models and zoom in
at the actor’s legs, where the large motion happens. When
we only apply the fusion with kernel size 푛 = 5 at the high-
est 2 resolutions, the model fails to tackle the large motion
around legs and results in blobs. After increasing fusion lay-
ers, TwoStreamVAN finally generates the even sharper out-
line than the model using the single large fusion.
4.5.2 Visualization of Motion Masks
We already show that motion masks boost the quantitative
performance of TwoStreamVAN (see Sec. 4.4). To exam-
ine how motion masks help, we visualize random gener-
ated frames from TwoStreamVAN(−M) and TwoStream-
1 scale
1 scale
2 scales
3 scales
4 scales
Figure 5: Qualitative comparison among similar sequences gen-
erated by single fusion with large kernels and multi-scale motion
fusion with small kernels. When we apply fusion at 3 or 4 scales,
our model generates the sharpest and clearest outlines of the run-
ner’s leg among all models.
TwoStreamVAN (-M) TwoStreamVAN
Figure 6: Qualitative Comparison of TwoStreamVAN(−M) and
TwoStreamVAN.Motion masks improve the generation at fewmo-
tion areas (background for Weizmann and Syn-Action and eye’s
round for MUG).
Bend
Jack
Wave2
Scalelow resolution high resolution
Figure 7: We overlay motion mask at each scale with the current
frame 푥̂푡. Motion masks at lower scales are only activated at large-motion area, while a large area on the motion mask at the highest
scale is activated to tackle small changes between neighbor frames.
VAN (Fig. 6). We observe that TwoStreamVAN(−M) does
a worse job in small-motion areas. On Weizmann Human
Action and Syn-Action datasets, it messes up background
patterns. On MUG Facial Expression Dataset, it generates
unexpected brick patterns around eyes. Our full TwoStream-
VAN does not suffer from these problems with the help of
motion masks. This observation is consistent with our claim
(in Sec. 3.1) that motion masks help to preserve static pixel
values during the generation.
To show correlations between activated areas on masks
and the actual motion locations/scales, we overlay the mo-
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tion mask at each scale with the current frame 푥̂푡 (Fig. 7).For low resolutions, the mask is only activated at large-
motion areas, e.g. torso for bending, arms and legs for jack-
jumping and arms for waving. For the highest resolution,
the activation covers the background area to overcome some
small changes, e.g. lighting changes or small camera move-
ments. Thanks to deactivation of small-motion areas in mo-
tionmasks of lower resolution, we can safely apply suchmo-
tion fusion to all scales.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel Two-StreamVariational
Adversarial Network to tackle the conditional video gener-
ation problem. We decompose the content and motion via
their dedicated VAN streams and thus bring in a more effi-
cient dual-task learning mechanism. Despite of the separate
content and motion generations, we fuse motion with con-
tent at multiple scales via adaptive convolutions guided by
motion masks. To better evaluate video generation models,
we build a large synthetic human action dataset. In exper-
iments, our model achieves the best quantitative and qual-
itative results among the current state-of-the-art works and
several variants of ourmodels across three different datasets.
Furthermore, our in-depth analysis has revealed that our
multi-scale fusion outperforms the single-scale fusion and
that motion masks stabilize the small-motion generation and
enhance the overall performance.
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Appendix
A Implementation Details
We implement our model using PyTorch [25]. We use
Xavier initialization [7] for each layer and use the Adam op-
timizer [15] with initial learning rate 훼 = 2 × 10−4, first
decay rate 훽1 = 0.5 and second decay rate 훽2 = 0.999. Wetrain our model for a total of 500K iterations with batch size
16 which takes 2 days on a TITAN V GPU to finish, and
the ratio between Content and Motion Learnings is 3:2. To
generate more complicated content in Syn-Action Dataset,
we pre-train the Content Stream for 300K iterations by the
image reconstruction task. At the test time, we heat up the
network for two time steps before generating videos on each
dataset.
Inspired by the curriculum learning approach [3] and
the scheduled sampling mechanism [2], we design the mo-
tion learning as follows. We introduce a very simple learn-
ing task at a very early stage, where the Motion Stream is
trained to predict the next frame sorely from the current
frame with no need of modeling the history. This task is
gradually replaced by the sequence training task using the
scheduled sampling strategy such that at the beginning the
model is trained for one-step prediction providing the en-
tire history, while by the end of training the model is fully
auto-regressive.
We provide hyper-parameters of the model and loss func-
tions forWeizmannHumanAction [9], MUGFacial Expres-
sion [1] and Syn-Action Datasets (Table. 4). Since we adopt
the scheduled sampling mechanism in the Motion Learning,
we slowly increase 휆6 along with the process of the sched-uled sampling, to restrict the KL divergence between the ap-
proximated latent distribution 푞(퐳퐦|Δ푥, 푘) and the real la-tent distribution 푝(퐳퐦|푘) within a reasonable range. Thishelps to stabilize the motion sampling at the test time. Our
implementation will be available.
B Details of Experimental Setup
B.1 Data Spliting and Pre-processing
We use three datasets to evaluate our model and other base-
lines: Weizmann Human Action [9], MUG Facial Expres-
sion [1] and Syn-Action datasets.
Weizmann Human Action. Following [12], We use the
first 2∕3 for the training and save the last 1∕3 for the test.
MUG Facial Expression. We use 4∕5 of the entire
dataset for the training and save 1∕5 for the test.
Syn-Action Dataset. We use 14∕15 of the whole dataset
for the training and save 1∕15 for the test.
On all datasets, we crop the video centered at the actor or
the face. To augment data, we further crop the video with
a random small offset before down-sampling each frame to
64 × 64 at each iteration. We adjust the frame sampling rate
based on action types to make motion observable between
adjacent frames.
B.2 Definition of evaluation metrics
Let 푣 be the generated video and 푦 be the label for 푣, which
is assigned by the pre-train classifier. We introduce defini-
tions of Classification Accuracy, Inter-Entropy H (푦), Intra-
Entropy H (푦|푣) and Inception Score (IS) and explain how
they measure the diversity and realism of generative mod-
els.
Classification Accuracy (Acc) is the accuracy of the ac-
tion classification on the generated videos. Assuming that
the classifier is nearly perfect, the higher classification ac-
curacy indicates that the model generates more recognizable
videos of the correct class.
Inter-Entropy H (푦) is the entropy of the marginal dis-
tribution 푝 (푦) obtained from all videos:
H (푦) = −∑
푦
푝 (푦) log 푝 (푦) , (12)
푝 (푦) ≈ 1
푁
푁∑
푖=1
푝
(
푦|푣푖) . (13)
If all classes are equally represented in the generated sam-
ples, H (푦) achieves its maximum value. Therefore, higher
H (푦) indicates the model generates more diverse results.
Intra-Entropy H (푦|푣) is the entropy of the conditional
class distribution 푝 (푦|푣) of a single video 푣:
H (푦|푣) = −∑
푦
푝 (푦|푣) log 푝 (푦|푣) , (14)
More confident the classifier is to predict its class, lower
H (푦|푣) is, and thus more realistic the video is. In this paper,
we report the average H (푦|푣) to evaluate the overall realism
of the generated videos.
Inception Score (IS) is widely adopted to evaluate gen-
erative models. In video-level task, it measures the KL di-
vergence between the conditional label distribution 푝 (푦|푣)
and the marginal distribution 푝 (푦):
IS = exp (피푣 [KL (푝 (푦|푣) ||푝 (푦))])
= exp
(H (푦) − 피푣 [H (푦|푣)]) . (15)
Inception Score favors a higher H (푦) and a lower H (푦|푣). So
it measures both the realism and diversity of the generated
videos.
C More Visualization Results
In this section, we provide more qualitative visualiza-
tions of generated videos from TwoStreamVAN and MoCo-
GAN [35] on each dataset (Fig. 8 for Weizmann Human Ac-
tion [9], Fig. 9 for MUG Facial Expression [1], and Fig. 10
11
Table 4: Hyper-Parameters for Weizmann Human Action,
MUGFacial Expression and Syn-Action Datasets.  and
are the dimensionality of content and motion latent spaces
Content Loss Motion Loss Model Arch
Params 휆1 휆2 휆3 휆4 휆5 휆6 휆7  
Weizmann 104 7 10 102 104 2 → 20 10 512 100
MUG 104 5 10 102 104 5 → 25 10 512 100
Syn-Action 104 7 10 102 104 2 → 20 10 1024 100
& 11 for our SynAction Dataset). We provide 2 videos as
examples for each given action class. We recommend read-
ers to view the video version 3 of this visual comparison in
the supplementary material.
3https://youtu.be/76JS7N5aMSw
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Figure 8: We provide 2 videos of one action class generated by TwoStreamVAN and MoCoGAN respectively on Weizmann
Human Action Dataset.
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Figure 10: We provide 2 videos of one action class generated by TwoStreamVAN and MoCoGAN respectively on the first 10
classes of SynAction.
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Figure 11: We provide 2 videos of one action class generated by TwoStreamVAN and MoCoGAN respectively on the second
10 classes of SynAction.
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